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In the Claims

Cancel claims 3 1 and 33 » witiicmt prejudice or disclaimer.

Remarks

The present request for reconsideration is proffered in response to the Office Action ofApril 19,

2002, in which claims 26 and 27 stand objected to> claims 25 and 28-33 stand rejected, and

claims 3fr40 stand allowed.

At the outset, Applicants ex^press their appreciation for the Examiner's care&l review oftheir

application and the allowance oftheir claims 36-40.

In the Office Action, claims 25, 30* 32, and 35 stand rejected as being anticipated by U,S. patent

4^041 ,5 19 ("Melen")» In response, Applicants respectfully submit that Melen neither teaches nor

suggests first and second gate structures having different fermi levels, as recited in independent

claim 25 (and as recited in claims 30, 32, and 35 via their dependency on claim 25). A$ taught in

the last paragraph on page 5 (bridging to page 6) ofthe pressent application, the "feimi level" ofa

gate is the extent to which has an affinity for inversion carriers. For gates to have difierent feimi

levels, they must differ fiom one another in terms ofdoping or some other significant

conductivity chanaoteristjc.

hi Melen, there is absolutelyno teaching or suggestion that the two conductors S8, 90 have any

difference in conductivity characteristics. Ifanything, the overall image sensor teachings of

Melen would suggest that the two conductors have the same conductivity characteristics. Note in

the generic process description ofthe device taught by Melen, a single P polysilicon layer is

taught that provides both the 'Vow gate" 60 and "shield" 62 shown in the front figure ofMelen.

CoL 6, lines 28-53. There is no process step taught that would mtroduce any sort ofdifferential
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in fermf levels between the row gate and the shield - implying these two conductors have the

same fermi level These structures appear to be the same in formation and operation as the ''row

gate" 88 and **shieid" 90 taught at Col 5, lines 5-9 and cited by the Examiner as anticipating the

invention.

Since Melen does not teach or suggest gates with different fermi levels, nor does it teach or

suggest gates with different fermi levels in the context ofthe other limitations ofthe independent

claim 25, Applicants respectfully submit that the rejections ofrecord ofclaims 25, 30, 32, and 35

hay© been traversed.

In the Office Action, claims 28> 29, 3 1 , 33» and 34 stand rejected as being unpatentable in view

ofMelen* In response. Applicants have cancelled claims 31 and 33. Applicants respectfully

submit that Melen does not obviate claims 28, 29, and 34 for the reasons set forth above, since all

ofthese claims draw their dependency from claim 25. Accordingly, Applicants respectfully

submit that the rejections ofrecord of claims 28, 29, and 34 have been traversed*

Finally, in the Office Action, claims 26 and 27 stand objected to as being dependent on a rejected

base claim. However, since the base claim in question is claim 25, and since claim 25 has been

distinguished from Melen as set forth above, Applicants respectfully submit that claims 26 and

27 are allowable in their current, dependent form. Accordingly, Applicants respectfully submit

that the objections ofrecord ofclaims 26 and 27 have been traversed.

Accordingly, Applicants respectfully request entry ofthe present Amendment and passage of

their subject application to i^uance in view thereof Should ttie Examiner have any comments*
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questions, or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned attorney at the

telephone number and/or email addre$s set forth below.

Respectfully submitteda

For: Bryant et al«

IBM Coiporation, PLaw Dept 972E
1000 River Street

Essffit JUttctitin, VT 05452

By;

Mark F. Cbadurjian

Reg. No. 30,739

Telephone: (802) 769-8843

Facsimile (802)769-8938

Email: mchadiirj@us.ibm.coni
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